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of the embedded Ethernet, on-chip web server,

scripting language, socket programming, etc.

[3-6].

In this paper, the localization problem is

addressed. Localization, that is the estimation
of robot's location and orientation from sensor

data, is a major problem in mobile robotics. In
order to autonomously accomplish given tasks,

the robot need to know its position and

orientation r'elative to a pre-defined frame.

Various approaches have been proposed and

significant progresses have been made on this

front such as the dead reckoning, the map

matching, the landmark, and the Bayesian

methods [7-10].
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Abstract. This paper presents a new optimal filter namely past observation-based extended
Kalman filter for the problem of localization of Internet-based mobile robot in which the confrol
input and the feedback measurement suffer from communication delay. The filter operates through
two phases: the time update and the data correction. The time update predicts the robot position by
reformulating the kinematics model to be non-memoryless. The correction step corrects the
prediction by extrapolating the delayed measurement to the present and then incorporating it to the
being estimate as there is no delay. The optimality of the incorporation is ensured by the derivation
of a multiplier that reflects the relevance of past observations to the present. Simulations in
MATLAB and experiments in a real networked robot system confirm the validity of the proposed
approach.
Keywords: Internet robot, robot localization, extended Kalman filter, network robot.

1. Introduction

Internet-based robotic systems are attracting
more research attention due to their ability to
open new applications from home service such

as remote cleaning to industrial manufacture

like tele-manipulator. Whereas early works
tried to answer the question of how to control a

robot through the Internet [1, 21, recent

researches focused on controlling it in real time

and dealing with advanced problems such as

map matching, path following, and point-to-
point stabilization when controlling via the

Internet becomes more easily with the support
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When operating .over the Internet, the

localization however poses several new

challenges. They are the inevitable

communication delays, the out-of-sequence

data arrival and the partial intermittent. To the

author's knowledge, only few works addressed

these problems and often in an indirect way. ln

[11], the robot pose is estimated at the local site

using the sensor system. The information ts

then transmitted to the remote site as the robot

pose at the receiving time without considenng

the change of the robot during the

communication. In 1121, a global map which is
proportional to the real dimension of a

laboratory is constructed in the client side. The

absolute position of the robot is then

determined by comparing this global map with
a reference map of the local site. A posture

estimator is proposed in [13]. It employs the

robot state such as wheels' velocities and the

network parameters such as the time delay to
predict the robot position and orientation. It is

recognizable from the proposed approaches that

the key issue of control over the Intemet, the

communication channel, is avoided to cope

with. The data transmission between the remote

controller and the actuator was treated as a

given condition and rarely touched. From the

viewpoint of control theory, significant delay is

equivalent to inaccuracy in state estimation and

control that can easily downgrade the system

performance.

In this paper, the localization problem of
Intemet-based mobile robot is investigated. The

Internet introduces latency to the data

exchanged between the remote controller and

the local actuator and sensor. A novel filter
namely past observation-based extended

Kalman filter (PO-EKF) inspired from a well-

known optimal filter, the Kalman filter, is

proposed. This filter enables the incorporation

of delayed measurements to the posteriori

estimation by introducing a "relevance factor"
which describes the relevance of observations

from the past to the present. Simulations have

been camed out in MATLAB and experiments

have been implemented in a real lntemet-based

mobile robot system. The results confirm the

effectiveness of the proposed approach.

The paper is arranged as follows. Details of
the localization problem are descnbed in
Section II. The algorithm for state estimation

using the PO-EKF is explained in Section IIL
Section IV introduces the simulations and

experiments. The paper concludes with an

evaluation of the system.

2. System modelling and problem formulation

In this paper, the two wheeled, differential-

drive mobile robot with non-slipping and pure

rolling is considered. The state of the robot is

the position of the wheels axis center (x, y) and

the chassis orientation d with respect to the x
axis. Figure I shows the coordinate systems and

notations for the robot where R denotes the

radius of driven wheels and L denotes the

distance between the wheels.

Figure 1. The robot's pose and parameters.
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Let Z, be the sampling period, a,.(k) and

on(k) be the measurements of rotational speed

of the left and right wheels with the encoders at

the time fr, respectively. The discrete kinematics

model of the robot is given by:

R_.
x**t = x* *;T,(a,.(k)+ ato(k))cos?o

L

R_.
l**t = l* *;T,(ar(k) + ao(k))sin?o (l)

;
0n*, = 0o +, T,(a,.(k) - at,,(k))

L

In practice, (1) suffers from unavoidable

erors appeared in the system. Errors can be

both systematic such as the imperfectness of
robot model and nonsystematic such as the slip

of wheels. These errors have accumulative

characteristic so that they can break the stability
of the system if appropriate compensation is not

considered. In order to capture these scenarios,

the system model is rewritten in the state space

representation as follows.

Let x = lx y ?lrbe the state vector. This state

can be observed by an absolute measurement, z.

This measurement is described by a nonlinear

function, h, of the robot coordinates and a noise

process, v. Denoting the function (1) asl with

an input vector u and a disturbance w, the robot

is then described by:

\r,*r = .ft(xo, uo, wo )

zu = ho(xo,v o) 
Q)

where the random variables w1 and v1 represent

the process and measurement noises

respectively. They are assumed to be

independent to each other, white, and with
normal probability distributions:

Now, consider the robot system when

distributing over the Internet. The system

becomes decentralized and its functioning

operation depends on a number of network
parameters such as the time delay, the data loss

and the out-of-order data amval. Among
parameters, the time delay introduces the

dominant influence and is focused in this paper

Other issues will be addressed in future work.

The operation of the system can be descnbed rr,

Figure 2.

Figure 2. Model of Intemet-based robot system.

At time k. the controller sends a control
input u to the actuator. Due to the network

delay n, the control sigrral arrives to the actuator

at time k+n. After one sampling period to the

time k+n+I, the system state changes and the

sensor updates this by taking a measurement z.

The measurement is transmitted over the

Intemet to the state estimator at time k*n*m+ I
in which m is the time delay of the

transmission. The measurement z, the control
input u, and the lcrowledge of the system are

then incorporated in the estimator to extract the

state of the system. This estimate is employed

as the feedback for the controller to start a new

control cycle.

From the analysis, the robot state at time fr

is driven by the control input at time k-n-I
while the state estimation at time /r is actuallv

wo - N(0,Q) vu - N(0,Rr) E(w,v,r) = 0
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based on the measurement at time k-m. The
system is therefore non-memoryless and can be

rewritten as follows:

xt =.ft,-r(x1-1 ,u1-,-1 ,wr-,)

z'o = ho-^(xo-^,v o-r) 
(3)

where i=k-m is the time that the delayed

measurement z'o is taken. Our approach for the

problem of localization is the development of
an algorithm for the no-Internet case and then

extends it to cope with network problems.

3. Localization algorithm

As defined in previous section, the state

vector x1 includes the position and orientation

of the mobile robot. Consequently, the robot

localization becomes the problem of state

estimation with the state space model described

in (3). The optimal solution for this is the

Kalman filter [4, 15]. In this section, the

standard Kalman filter is first briefly described.

The past observation-based Kalman filter (PO-

KF) is then derived to cope with the time delay

induced by the Internet. Finally, the PO-KF is
extended to apply to the nonlinear robot system.

I. The standard Kalman filter

The Kalman filter by definition is a set of
mathematical equations that provides an

efficient computational (recursive) means to
estimate the state of a process, in a way that

minimizes the mean of the squared error [15].
Consider a linear discrete system observed by

measurements in which both are subiected to

noises as follows:

The noises wo and v k are assumed to be

independent to each other, white, and with
normal probability distributions :

wo - N(0,Q) vo - N(0,Rk; E(w,vrr) = O

The steps to calculate the Kalman filter for
the system (4) can be summarized as follows:

. The time update equations (prediction phase):

?; = Ao,ti,, + Bo_,\0, 
(5)

Po =Ao-,Pi-,4-,+Qn-,

where i; e n' is the priori state estimate at step

& given knowledge of the process prior to step

k, Podenotes the covariance matrix of the state-

prediction enor and Qr_, is the input-noise

covariance matrix.

. The data update equations (correction phase):

Kr = Po H'n'lHkP; HI + &]-'
i; = i; + Kolzo - Ho*;l (6)

P; =V - KkHkfPk

where io e f is the posteriori state estimate at

step k given measurement zo, Kk is the Kalman

gain and Rp is the covariance matrix of
measurement noise.

When operating over the Internet, both

control inputs and observation measurements

suffer from the communication delay. This

delayed information cannot be fused using the

standard Kalman filter but requires some

modifications in the structure of the filter.

2. The past observation-based Kalrnan filter
with time delay

From (3) the state x1 at time k actually

reflects the effect of the input u at time k-n-|.
The time update equation (5) of the Kalman

filter therefore can be rewritten as follows:

xo : Ao_rxo_, + Bo_,uo_, * wt_, 
g)

zo=Hnxo+vo
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?; = Ak4lI_, * Br_n_rur_n_, e)

In order to derive the new data update

equation, we consider the measurement z; in
(3). This measurement was taken at the

previous time i. Due to the delay, it could not

reach the estimator until time ft. Therefore, we

construct the data update equation of the form:

ii = io + Ko(z'o - H,*;) (8)

and recompute the Kalman gain and error
covariance to ensure the optimality of the new
equation.

Kalman gain and Posteriori Error
Covariance: Assume that the measurement is
fused using (8) with an arbitrary gain Ke. The

covariance of the posteriori estimate enor, Pi,
is determined as:

Pi = E(eiei'')

= Eleiei' -e;e: (KkH,)t -e;v! KI - KhH p;e;r (g)

+ K kH pi eir (KkH,)r + KrH,e, vl KI - Krv,e;'

+ Kkvieir (KkHt1' + xuv,v! x[]

Due to the independence between e- and v,
(9) can be simplified to:

P; = E(e;e;, )- E(e;e:)(KkH)', - KrH,E1e;e;',)

+ KkHiE(e;e;r)(KrH,)' + KrE(v,v,l)K[] (10)

= r; - I ai rf - KkHiL + KkHi 4- Hi KI + KrR KI

where L = E(e,ei').

As the matrix K1 is chosen to be the gain or
blending factor that minimizes the posteriori
eror covariance, this minimization is

accomplished by taking the derivative of the

trace of the posteriori enor covariance with
respect to Kp, setting that result equal to zero,

and then solving for Kp. Applying this process

to (10) obtains:

ryD=2(IlHl + K.H,\H! + KoR,)=o (11)
aKo

€ Kt = f' n! 1n,r,- n'!' + R.,1' 02)

Inserting (12) in (10) leads to a simpler
form of Pr*:

Pi =Pr -KkHiL (13)

In order to compute L, the priori state

estimate at time ft needs determining from the

estimate at time i. Through the time update (7)

and the data update (8), e- becomes:

ei=xr-ii
= Ao-ref,_r-wo-, (14)

= Ar_rf(I - Kr_rHr_)er_, +K*_,v*_,]-wo_,

After m updating steps, the estimation error

becomes:

ei = Fe, + 6r(w,,...,w r_,) + (r(v,,.,.,vr_r) (15)

where
+F=l I Ao-iU -KuiHo-,) (16)
j=r

and (, and (, are the functions of noise

sequences w and v. From (15) and the

independence between e- and noise sequences,

the covariance Z becomes:

L = E(e, ei' )= p, F' ( l7)

Substituting (17) in (13) and (12) yields:

Pi = Pi - KkH iPi- FT (18)

and

Ko=F1-HllH!;Hl +41-' (19)

The PO-KF for the networked linear system

can be summarized as follows:
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o The time update gquations:

*i = Ao_r*I_, + B r_ru o_n_,

Pn =Ao-,Pi-,A[-,+Qo-,

o The data update equations:

!-
M. = IIAk ,(I - Kk iHk-i)

(20)

Ko = M,1- H! lH "P; 
H: + 4l-' el)

i; : i; + Kolzi -H,i;l
Pi =Po -KoHoP:M:

3. The past observation-based extended Kalman

filter for Internel-based robot systems

Though the PO-KF derived in previous

section is capable for networked control

systems, the system has to be linear. As our

robot system is nonlinear, further modification
needs to be accomplished. In this section, the

derivation of the EKF is inherited to extend the

PO-KF for the nonlinear system. The main idea

is the linearization of a nonlinear system around

its previous estimated states.

Performing a Taylor series expansion of the

state equation around (ii_,, u*_, ,0) gives:

w tt())\

= f -, (ii-,, uo-,, 0) + A 
o -,(* o, - i'o-,) + ll 

o -,w r -,

= Ar-,\o , + [r-,(i; ,,u*_,,0) -,40-,i] ,l+ll, ,w r-,

= Ar_rxr_, + ir_r + rlr_l

whereAo-,,Wr-,, fro-,, *o-, are defined by the

above equation. Similarly, the measurement

equation is linearized around xr = ii and v* = 6

to obtain

where H1,, V1,, io and ioare defined by the

above equation. The system (22) and

measurement (23) now become linear and the

PO-KF can be applied to obtain the PO-EKF

for the robot localization as follows:

. The time update equations at prediction

phase:

li = .fo_,(ii_,,u0_,_,,0) e4\
Po = AoPi-,A[ +IVoQo-,llt[

. The data update equations at correction

phase:

!-M.=llAo,Q-Kk iHk i)
i=l

K r = M.1- H! 1n ,r,- n! + r,R,v,')-' Q5)

i; =i; +Kofzi-ft(i;,0)]
Pi =Po -KLHkP;Ml

4. Simulations and experiments

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the

PO-EKF for the localization of networked

mobile robot, simulations and experiments have

been carried out.

l. Simulations

Simulations are conducted in MATLAB
with parameters extracted from a real

networked robot system. The robot is a two

wheeled. differential-drive mobile robot with
the kinematics described in section II. The

radius of two wheels is 0.05m and the distance

between the wheels is 0.51m. The input noise is

modeled as being proportional to the angular

speed a;p and ap1, of the left and right wheels,

respectively. Thus, the variances equal to Scol

and \oln, where 5 is a constant with the value

z* = h*(Lr,0)+!
ox

=lrr(ii,o) +Hr(xr-*)+vrvn Q3)

= H r.x*+ [ft* (i0,0) - H kiil+Vkv k

= Hrxr +io +7 o

0h,
(xl -xr)+ ^ vk

(it o) fl (;t o)
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0.01 determined by experiments. The input-

noise covariance matrix Qp is defined as:

(26)

In the simulations, it is supposed that the

robot has a sensor system that can directly
measure the robot position and orientation in

the motion plane. This measurement is suffered

from a Gaussian noise with zero mean and the

covarlance:

Remaining parameters for the implementation

of the PO-EKF are retrieved from the state-

space model of the robot (3) as follows:

g[], p ,... M]
n(k)= Ll;+t; +t;lk) +; 

I,-LL Di J

N(t r,r\ N

=Il A +tl +'l!- l+Ir'ffl (31)

=\c b.)="'r_" \ r /

=d^ + dr(k)

where /; is the ith length of link; C is the speed

of light; /,R is the routing speed of the i/' node;

t:(k) is the delay caused by the i'i node's load;

M is the amount of data; bi is the bandwidth of
the i'' link; dnts a term which is independent of
time; and dt(k) is a time-dependent term.

Because of the term d{k) it is impossible to

predict the intemet time delay at every instant.

In simulations and experiments, it is more

efficient to measure the time delay at each

sampling rate and use it for the localization.

The measurement can be taken by adding

timestamp to each sending message and

performing the clock synchronization. Figure 3

shows the time delay measured in by our

system in an experimental with the Internet.

0 100 200 300 400

Sequence nunber

Figure 3. Time delay of the Internet measured
in an experiment.
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The Internet time delay

described as follows:

(30)
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900
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Figure 4. Trajectories of the robot in simulationsB.
a) theory trajectory ofthe robot.

In evaluating the localization algorithm, the

simulator constructs an arbitrary trajectory for
the robot employing the dead-reckoning

method, called theory trajectory (Figure 4a).

Due to the input disturbance and

communication delay, the robot actually

fof fows a different path namely real trajectory.

Measurements are performed to generate an

observation trajectory. This trajectory suffers

from the measurement noise and

communication delay. Figure 4b shows

trajectories in horizontal direction in a same

coordinate. For the convenience of view and

comparison, only 100 samples are displayed.

b) A comparison between the theory, the real
and the measurement traiectories.

The localization is performed under two
configurations: the normal extended Kalman

filter (EKF) and the past observation-based

extended Kalman filter (PO-EKF) to create

estimated trajectories. Results for the scenario

in which the control inputs and measurements

are respectively delayed 300ms (n:3) and

400ms (m:4) are shown in Figure 5a. The

deviation between the estimated trajectories and

the real trajectory is derived in Figure 5b. It is

recognizable that the PO-EKF introduces

smaller deviation than the EKF. Having similar
results, Figure 6 describes the vertical deviation
between the estimated and the real trajectory in

another simulation in which the robot follows a

sinusoidal path.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the estimated trajectories using EKF and PO-EKF with n:3, m:4.
a) Trajectories in the motion plan,

b) Deviations between the estimated and the real trajectories in the X direction
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2. Experiments

Experiments are carried out in a real

networked mobile robot system (Figure 7). The

robot is a Multi-Sensor Smart Robot (MSSR)

developed at our laboratory. It contains basic

components for motion control, sensing,

navigation (Figure 8). The communication

EKF

PO.EKF

environment is the Internet and the 3G network
is used. The remote controller is written in
Visual C++ and implernented in a laptop

computer. The time delay between the

controller and the robot is determined by

periodically transmitting probe messages. More

details of the system can be referred from our
previous work [16].

-qOra"

4
5 20 25

,u)

3010 15 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
Time(100ms)X(-)

Figure 6. Comparison between estimated trajectories using the EKF and PO-EKF with n:2, m:4
a) Trajectories in the motion plan

b) Deviations between the estimated and the real trajectories in the Y direction.
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Figure 7. Hardware configuration of the Intemet-based
Robot system.

In experiments, the robot is controlled in the

manual mode to follow predefined paths. The

localization is performed at two ends: the robot

itself as no Internet and the remote controller

with delayed data. Figure 9a shows the

localization results in which the robot and the

controller are connected to a local Internet

service provider. The average time delay

measured in this case is 483ms. The dot-dashed

line presents the localization with no delay data

while the dashed and the continuous lines

respectively describe the results of the normal

EKF and the PO-EKF alsorithms with delayed

Figure 8. The networked mobile robot.

data. Deviations between the trajectories with
delayed data and the trajectory with no delay

data are shown in Figure 9b,c,d. It is

recognizable that the PO-EKF-based estimation

is closer to the no-delay estimation than the

EKF-based one. In another experiment, a VPN

connection to a server located in the United

States is utilized to simulate a far distance

communication between the controller and the

robot. Results show that average time delay is
773ms and the PO-EKF is able to compensate a

certain amount of the time delay (Figure l0).
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o[ 
,'\,/, i,t a lV i

9r'lt ll l'",1re i\ il lr ,l/€ i'i i\, \1,
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4.4 L--
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PO-EKF

020406080
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Figure 10. Estimated trajectories with a VPN
connection to the United States.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the localization problem of a
mobile robot is investigated in the presence of
Internet induced delay. A new state estimation

50 100 150

Tirrre(100rrs)

algorithm namely PO-EKF is proposed in
which the knowledge of system kinematics and

the information of delayed measurements are

combined. The optimality of the combination is

theoreticalty analyzed and proven- A number of
simulations and experiments have been

conducted and the results confirm that the

proposed algorithm is able to compensate the

time delay caused by the Intemet and the

accuracy of the localization is sufficient for

navigation tasks. In future work, other problems

induced by the Internet such as the data loss and

the outof-order packet arrival will be addressed.
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a) Estimated trajectories
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Dinh vi cho Robot di tlQng tti6u khi6n qua m?ng Internet

Phing.M?nh Ducrng, Ng.ty."t Thi Thanh VAn;
TrAn Thu4n Hodng, Trdn Quang Vinh

TrudngDqi hqc C6ng ngh2, DHQGHN, 144 Xudn Thiy, Hd NAi, Vi€t Nam

Bdi b6o dd xuAt mQt b0 lqc t5i uu mdi t€nld b0 lec Kalman mo rQng vdi phdp do qud khtr chobiti
to6n ttinh vi robot di dQng di6u khi6n qua m?ng Internet trong d6 cd tin hiQu diAu khi6n vd phdp tlo
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phan hdi dAu bitri tr6 do qu6 trinh truydn th6ng. BQ lgc hoat ilQng qua hai pha: pha thdi gian vd pha d[
iipu. nna thdi gian dg clo6n v! tri cria robot bing cSch bi6u di6n [i md hinh ilQng hqc cria robot du6i

d4ng c6 nh6. Pha dt li€u di€u chinh k6t qun du tlo6n bing c6ch ngo4i suy c6c phdp do bi tr6 tdi hiQn

t4i vd sau <t6 tich hqp c6c ph6p do ngo4i suy ndy vdo udc lugng hi€n tai. MOt hC s6 nh6n phdn rinh sy

tuong quan cta phdp do qu6 khri t6i hi€n t4i ctd ttuo. c tinh to6n vd dua vdo d6 ctdm b6o sg ti5i uu cria

ph6p tich hqp. M6 phong tr€n Matlab vd thyc nghiQm trdn mQt hQ robot thpc d6 tlugc ti6n hdnh. Ki5t

qu6 thgc nghiQm khing ttinh tfnh hiQu qui vd khi ndng img dpng cria thu{t to6n cho bdi to6n dinh v!

robot di clQng qua mpng Internet.

Ti kh6a: Robot qua mang Internet, tlinh vi robot, bQ lgc Kalman mo rQng, mpng robot.


